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The	 imaging	 Fourier	 transform	 spectrometer,	 SITELLE,	 at	 the	 Canada-France-Hawaii	 Telescope	 is	 ideal	 to	 study	 the	
emission	lines	in	HII	regions	and	the	diffuse	warm	medium	in	extended	nearby	galaxies.	We	present	here	examples	of	
results	 obtained	 for	 star-forming	 regions	 in	 the	 local	 galaxy	 M33	 and	 the	 more	 distant	 interacting	 system	 Arp82.	
SITELLE	can	also	reveal	absorption	lines	;	an	application	is	shown	for	the	asymmetric	spiral	NGC1637.	
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			M33	(840	kpc)	was	observed	with	SITELLE	using	three	filters	SN1	(363-385nm	R=1000	2.5h	

per	field),	SN2	(482-513nm	R=1000	2.6h),	and	SN3	(647-685nm	R=3000	3h).	Although	data	
for	four	11’x11’	FoV	are	now	available,	we	present	here	our	first	analysis	for	the	well	known	
giant	HII	region	NGC604.		
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Fig. 2 Left: [OII] map of 
NGC604. Right: Plot of ions 
average fluxes observed in 
rings centered on the Hα 
emission peak. All ion maps 
show a complex morphology 
with shells and filaments. 
High ionization lines are seen 
in the central region where 
~200 known OB stars are 
located[2], while lower 
ionization lines are relatively 
stronger in the surrounding.   


Fig. 3 Examples of spectra in the 3 filters for a pixel on the Hα peak (left) and a pixel 30’’ 
more to the east (right). The SITELLE sinc instrumental profile is easy to notice. Emission lines 
have been measured using the SITELLE pipeline ORCS[3].  

Fig. 4 Hα extinction map from the Balmer decrement. Very 
similar structures are detected by MA[4] using HST images. 
We measure a total- extinction corrected L(Hα), and also 
L(OII), useful to study the star formation which is very 
similar to RK[5]:


This	work	 RK[5]	
ABal(Hα)	av.	[mag]	 0.31±0.09	 0.37±0.16	
Log(LHα)	cor.	[erg/s]	-	using	av.	ext.	:	
																																					-	pixel-to-pixel	:	

39.61±0.06	
39.59±0.04	

39.65±0.07	

SF	[x104	M¤]	(using	RK	eq.	for	inst.		
burst	of	4	Myr)		-	av.	vs	pixel-to-pixel	

52.9±6.2	
49.7±5.2	

55.55±8.34	

log(LOII)	cor.	[erg/s]	-	using	av.	ext.	:	
																																					-	pixel-to-pixel	:	

39.39±0.07	
39.30±0.05	

Fig. 5 Velocity and velocity dispersion using the higher 
resolution SN3 datacube in, for example, the central 
wind blown bubble (labeled A or 1 by MA or TT[6]). TT 
measured line splitting in the bubble in agreement 

with the highest dispersion seen here.


Fig. 6 Pixel-by-pixel BPT[7] diagrams. Most pixels are 

in the zone for HII regions (i.e. bellow the dotted 

curve). Line ratio variations are seen following the 

pixel Hα flux, distance from the Hα peak, and 

association with bubbles, indicating changes in the 

physical conditions of the gas and ionizing stars.

SNR M33-13 has been recognized and a PN is proposed to explain the NII excess source. 


	 	 SIGNALS	 -	Star	 formation,	 Ionized	Gas	and	Nebular	Abundances	Legacy	Survey	 -	will	 study	a	
volume	 limited	 sample	of	 local	 extended	 star	 forming	galaxies	 (~40	S	and	 Ir,	 ≤	10	Mpc).	Done	
with	 SITELLE,	 it	will	 provide	 the	 largest	 and	most	 complete	 database	 of	 spectroscopically	 and	
spatially	resolved	extragalactic	HII	regions	ever	built	to	study	nebular	physics	and	star	formation	
at	a	mean	resolution	of	20	pc.	New	team	members	are	welcome.	Visit	signal-survey.org.				
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			NGC1637	(11	Mpc)	is	an	asymmetric	spiral	with	no	known	close	companion	and	a	smooth	
extended	radio	emission[9].	A	study	of	its	kinematic	(gas	and	stars)	and	star	formation	
history	will	help	to	understand	the	origin	of	the	asymmetry.	SITELLE	C3	filter	(510-553nm)	
was	first	tested	on	NGC1637	(R=1800	2.8h).				

	 	Arp82	 (60	Mpc)	 has	been	proposed	 to	be	 the	 result	 of	 a	 grazing	prograde	encounter	
between	two	spirals,	NGC2535/6[8].	As	part	of	a	study	of	nearby	interacting	galaxies,	it	has	
been	observed	with	SITELLE	(SN1	R=600	1.9h;	SN2	R=1000	2.5h;	and	SN3	R=2000	2.3h).	A	
detailed	description	of	its	ionized	gas	will	be	used	to	model	the	interaction.	
Fig. 1 The SN3 emission lines velocity 
map superimposed on the SN2 deep 
image. Many star forming regions are 
seen in the tidal tail, bridge and disks. 
SITELLE also shows some star forming 
activity in the tidal arc extending east 
of the bridge.


Fig. 3 BPT[7] diagrams for pixels with S/N>5 (no background subtraction for stellar populations 
and the diffused ionized gas has been done here). The bright HII region at the beginning of 
the tail (green) clearly presents different properties. DIG emission is also important in the 
central portion of NGC2535 (red) as seen in the SII/Hα vs NII/Hα diagram.   




Fig. 2 Spectra (9 pix) of the bright 
HII region at the beginning of the tail 
and the galaxy centers. Note the 
weakness of the Oxygen in the core 
of NGC2535.


Fig. 1 C3 image showing the asymmetry and a pixel spectrum 
(after binning to reach S/N=23) with its fit using Milnes[10] stellar 
pop. templates with PPXF[11] to derive the velocity parameters.


Fig. 2 Left: Maps of the velocity and 
its dispersion from the galaxy stellar 
absorption lines. Right: Rotation 

curve (with i=31o PA=32o). Only pixels 
at PA±55o are shown due to a 

warped disk. Pixels at the light 

center (red) are clearly not at the 
dynamical center (yellow + in Fig 1).  


Fig. 1 SITELLE images of M33 combining four FoV. Left: Sum of the deep images (created by 
adding the interferograms of a datacube) of the three filters. Right: Emission line image with 
Hα (red) + [OII] & [OIII] (blue).
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Fig. 4 Line ratios as a function 
of the distance (with i= 63.1o 
and PA=65o) for NGC2535. The 
variations seen indicate a 
metallicity gradient.
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